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                                                                                            Join the Patriot Club

                                                Join the Patriot Club and help Campaign for Liberty fight back against big-spending politicians! Join here!

                                            

                                        
                                    

                                
	
                                    
                                                                                                                                    
                                                    
                                                

                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                            Ron Paul: Pass Audit the Fed!

                                                In this video, Dr. Ron Paul presents some of the information he covered in his written testimony to the Senate Banking Committee regarding Audit the Fed. 
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                                                                                            Join the Patriot Club!

                                                Patriot Club monthly contributors are critical to Campaign for Liberty’s work to beat back ongoing assaults on our liberties in Congress AND lay the foundation for a vibrant liberty movement that lasts long into the future.  For a recurring donation of just $10 or more a month, you will become a member of our Patriot Club!
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                                        McConnell Cannot Stop the Non-Interventionist Tide

                    Even Republican stalwarts like current Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell are starting to notice that something is shifting in the party. While McConnell announced recently that he would step down as Republican leader in the US Senate, in an [...]

                    
                        Ron Paul                        April 08, 2024
                    

                

            

                            
                                
                                        Congressional Omnibus is Like a Bad Hollywood Movie Sequel

                    This weekend’s late-night spending vote in Congress seems like another in an endless series of sequels to a bad suspense movie. Just at the brink of “disaster,” just before the stroke of midnight, Congress pulls off a miracle and passes an [...]

                    
                        Ron Paul                        March 25, 2024
                    

                

            

                            
                                
                                        Biden’s ‘Nighttime in America’ State of the Union

                    Last week President Biden delivered a dark and angry speech meant to convince the low percentage of Americans who still feel positive about his presidency that everything is fine and will only get better if he is re-elected for a second [...]
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                                        After Two Years, Neocons Desperate For More War in Ukraine

                    In a recent CNN interview, the normally very confident US Under Secretary of State Victoria Nuland sounded a little desperate. She was trying to make the case for Congress to pass another $61 billion dollars for the neocons’ proxy war project [...]
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                                        Tucker Slayed the Mainstream Media Dragon

                    There has been much written and said about Tucker Carlson’s interview with Russian President Vladimir Putin last week. As of this writing the video on Twitter alone has been viewed nearly 200 million times, making it likely the most-viewed news [...]
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                                        The Senate Calls Out-of-Control Spending a National Security Threat, Keeps Spending Anyway.

                    Last month, the US Senate passed a resolution saying the over 34 trillion dollars (and growing) national debt threatens national security. A few days later, a bipartisan majority of the Senate voted for a 1.2 trillion dollars spending bill. In [...]
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                                        Blame the Fed for ‘Shrinkflation’

                    President Biden may have recently made history as the first president to discuss snack chips in the State of the Union message. He used snack chips to illustrate the phenomenon of shrinkflation. Shrinkflation occurs when businesses reduce the [...]
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                                        Federal Reserve Responsibility for Consumer and Government Debt Crises

                    According to the Federal Reserve, credit card delinquencies increased by 50 percent in 2023, while consumer debt grew to 17.5 trillion dollars. A recent survey by Clever Real Estate found that three in five Americans have credit card debt and [...]
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                                        Protect the First Amendment: Impeach Joe Biden!

                    Protecting democracy and the Constitution from Donald Trump and the “MAGA extremists” is a major theme of President Biden’s reelection campaign. As is often the case in American politics, President Biden is just as, if not more, guilty of [...]
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                                        Dr. Fauci Helped Homeschooling Grow

                    A rare instance of an unexpected consequence of a bad policy advancing liberty is the growth in private schools enrollment and homeschooling that occurred as a result of the covid lockdowns. An October 2023 study by Eloise Burtis and Sofoklis [...]
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        	Rand Paul Slams Brennan as "biased, bigoted"
	C4L beats down IRS
	Trump lays into Federal Reserve
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	It's Candidate Survey Time 2024
	The 2024 Texas primary is now just weeks away.

And the threat of a bunch of swamp-dwelling, [...]




	Texas C4L Candidate Survey Project is Complete!
	Texas Campaign For Liberty has finished our candidate survey project. We asked Texas politicians [...]




	IT'S CANDIDATE SURVEY TIME AGAIN!
	The 2022 Texas primary is now just weeks away.

And the threat of a bunch of swamp-dwelling, [...]




	The Power of Non-Compliance - Just Ask a 16 Year Old
	





You know what they say - big things come in little packages. Just ask Andy Smith, [...]




	HB1927 Permitless Carry Bill starts Sept 1!
	Thanks to the hard work of Texas C4L, several other gun rights groups and mostly due to voters [...]
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